REC Project Minutes 2020.12.03

Attendees

- Paul Carver
- Darrin Vallis
- Tina Tsou

Agenda

- Status update on review of REC blueprint by TSC for release 4

Minutes

- General discussion of the release 4 review
- Followup to discussion of Ampere server install issues. Root cause was that BMC ports on the server boards were connected both to front panel RJ45 ports and internally to a switch on the RMC. When both are connected, neither works reliably, so the front panel cables need to be disconnected and in future production runs the blades should not have front panel RJ45 ports mounted at all. The BMCs are now all reachable but we haven't started a REC install yet.
- Discussion of plan to install REC from Jenkins and extend the current tests that Jenkins is running on Nokia blades to also run on Ampere blades.